
SOCI 210: Sociological Perspectives
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Jan 19
1. Origins of racial and ethnic 

categories

2. Prejudice, inequality, and racism

3. Theoretical tradition 2: 

conflict theory



Three theoretical traditions
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Structural functionalism 
Jan 20

Conflict theory 
Jan 25

Symbolic interactionism 
Jan 27

1
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Throughout the semester, we will be be using 
three broad theoretical lenses to make sense of 
social phenomena:

Today
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Conflict theory
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Society



Conflict theory
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Structural 
functionalists

Is this a society?
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Conflict theory
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Alienation (Karl Marx) 
⦙ Humans relate to the products of their 

work in a very real way

⦙ Capitalism disconnects workers from 

the goods they produce

⦙ This necessarily yields feelings of 

alienation, dehumanizing workers

Ideology (Karl Marx) 
⦙ The ideology of the oppressors is 

adopted by oppressed

⦙ Ownership of means of production 

yields material and ideological power

⦙ Unified ideology of a culture is not due 

to a sense of collective belonging (as 
in Durkheim) but the imposition of that 
ideology by those in power

Some major themes from conflict theory:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Ford_assembly_line_-_1913.jpg


Conflict theory
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Some major themes from conflict theory:
Authority (Max Weber) 
⦙ Domination does not always come 

from a direct use of force

⦙ Government authority based on 

monopoly on “legitimate” means of 
force


⦙ Authority is given as much as taken 
Rational-legal, traditional, and charismatic 
authority

Multi-faceted (Weber, Du Bois, …) 
⦙ Conflict is not just about capital versus 

labor

⦙ Many dimensions of society are 

defined by conflict within and between 
them 
Class, status, party stratification (Weber) 
Race, “Double consciousness” (Du Bois)


⦙ Many contemporary theoretical 
approaches can be thought of in the 
tradition of conflict theory (or critical 
theory)

https://unsplash.com/photos/nPApL7jCnOU
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